


15 Top CEOs Share Their Best 
Leadership Lessons

Over the last 15 years, I’ve had the 

privilege of speaking with more than 500 

leaders on The Future of Work Podcast. 

Each leader has shared tips, advice, lessons they’ve 
learned, as well as an inside look at what it’s like to 
lead their organization. Each leader is unique, and I’ve 
learned something from each one. 

This past year brought challenges for every leader 
around the world. We had to learn how to adjust to 
a pandemic, address social injustices, lead virtually, 
and much more. Especially in 2020, my guests shared 
inspiration, motivation, and realistic advice for 
listeners. 

From these interviews, I’ve pulled 15 leadership 
lessons that are crucial for future leaders. These aren’t 
your typical leadership tips--these are tried and true 
practices that are more important in our uncertain 
future than ever before. 
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Arthur is a leader who lives out the value of leading by example. One example of this came from the 
early day of Home Depot. There were so many products arriving to fill the shelves, which left the store 
full of boxes and packing materials. The compactors to break down boxes and keep the space clear were 
delayed until more than two weeks after the store opened. 

At one point, there was so much material that there wasn’t room to receive any more merchandise, and 
everyone was working to clear it out. Instead of staying in his office, Arthur rolled up his sleeves and 
started working on clearing it all up. He ended up cleaning up for 24 hours straight so they had room to 
accept more boxes. 

Another employee saw Arthur working nonstop and said to the store manager, “You know, there’s 
this nut in the back. He’s been here for 24 hours, hasn’t left, he’s compacting all this stuff so we can 
get more merchandise up on the shelves. I don’t know who he is, but you ought to consider him for 
a promotion sometime”. And the manager had to let the employee know that Arthur was one of the 
founders. No one expected someone that high up to be down there working that hard. 

Arthur understands the importance of showing employees that what they do isn’t beneath you as the 
leader. When you lead by example and let people know that you aren’t just sitting up in your office 
looking down on them, it makes people want to show up and work hard. 

Lead By Example: Arthur Blank, 
co-founder The Home Depot

Arthur Blank is the co-founder of The 
Home Depot, which has more than 400,000 
employees and a market cap of over $300 
billion. Arthur was named one of the world’s 
100 greatest living business minds by Forbes 
in 2017. Now retired from Home Depot, 
Arthur owns the Atlanta Falcons NFL team 
and the Atlanta United MLS team. His family 
businesses also include the nationwide PGA 
Tour Superstore, three ranches in Montana, 
and Mercedes Benz stadium. 
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means positioning yourself so that when an opportunity shows up, you can take advantage of it. 

Planning can improve your odds of good things happening. Set your goal and get to work.  Figure out 
what skills, experiences, and knowledge you need to reach your goal, and then go after it. 

When you set a plan, Shellye says you have to assume it’s going to happen and get ready for it. If that 
means you have to take a course or read some books or learn a new skill, get to it. Don’t let yourself get 
to the point where the opportunity arrives but you miss out because you aren’t prepared. 

Do your homework and always keep learning. Don’t go into a meeting to learn something, learn what 
you need to before the meeting so you can contribute. You have to be proactive every step of the way.  

Shellye also advises people to let others know what it is you actually do. Don’t just give them your job 
title, because titles are useless. Your job title inside your organization could be something completely 
different inside another organization. Explain what it is you do so that when somebody is looking for a 
person with a specific set of skills, they will remember you. 

Create Your Own Luck: Shellye 
Archambeau, former CEO of 
MetricStream

Shellye Archambeau is former CEO of 
MetricStream, a Silicon Valley-based 
governance risk and compliance software 
company, and the author of the book 
Unapologetically Ambitious: Take Risks, 
Break Barriers and Create Success on Your 
Own Terms. She’s also on the board of 
Verizon and Nordstrom. 

In this world, you have to create your own 
luck, especially when it comes to your career. 
Shellye explains that creating luck 



meetings. He says, “Culture is how you act. It’s how you are and the things you do. And even more 
importantly, culture springs from how the founders and the early employees act with each other, with 
their employees, and with their customers. Huge amounts of the Netflix culture arose organically from 
the way that Reed (Hastings) and I behaved, the way I treat people, and the way I worked with people 
before.”

When Netflix first started, the staff was only about 20 people, most of whom had worked together 
before in other companies. Those relationships made it easier to maintain a culture from the beginning. 
Marc says he knew he could ask an employee to take ownership of a project due in two weeks and that 
in two weeks they would show up with the results no matter what. The small team worked well together 
and had a culture of mutual respect, trust, and ownership.

What Culture Is and What It 
Isn’t: Marc Randolph, co-founder 
and first CEO of Netflix

Marc Randolph is the co-founder and 
founding CEO of Netflix, where he also 
served on the board until 2003. Aside from 
Netflix, Marc has founded or co-founded 
six other successful startups and is the 
author of the best-selling book, That Will 
Never Work: The Birth of Netflix and the 
Amazing Life of an Idea. 

Marc believes that culture isn’t just what 
you say, what you put on posters around the 
office, or the catchphrases you say in 

But it’s hard to maintain that culture when your company 
grows to 100, 500, or 1,000-plus employees. 
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As Marc shares, as you build the company in a way that protects you from people with bad judgement, 
along the way with the added rules, steps, and processes are driving the people with good judgement 
crazy. And that’s how you lose good employees. 

So the team at Netflix decided early on that they would build a company just for 
people with good judgement. People they knew they could count on, who weren’t 
afraid to work hard and take ownership of things, and in exchange the leadership 
team could give employees freedom to make their own decisions. And while Marc 
admits there was a time when they almost lost the culture as they grew, ultimately 
they have been able to keep it with intentionality, even now with almost 9,000 
employees. 

“When you get bigger, something happens where someone shows up late, or they show up but don’t 

have everything done. And a lot of managers would say, ‘Oh, this isn’t good. Okay, we can’t have 

that happen. Everybody, I want status reports. I need to know if there’s going to be a problem in 

advance’. So everyone needs to send status reports. But then someone else shows up and they’re 

there on time with it all done, but they spent too much. And many managers will go, ‘Oh, I can’t let 

that happen. Okay, I need to pre-approve anything over $100 to make sure you don’t make a spending 

mistake. I need everyone to send expense reports’. And it just keeps growing and changing.”



something wrong. I know at a lot of companies, long hours are seen as doing something right, and 
staying late and working on the weekends is encouraged. I think that’s completely wrong. We’re very 
careful about not encouraging our employees to work that way.”

Anything that can’t get done in 40 hours can wait until the next day or the next week. That’s because 50, 
60, or 80 hour weeks aren’t sustainable. In an emergency, they can be done once in a while, but keeping 
it up consistently doesn’t produce the best results.

Just because you put in a lot of hours doesn’t mean you’re producing good work; you can spend extra 
hours on bad work. Most of the time the best ideas and new innovations come after people come back 
to a problem refreshed. Working until you are beyond exhausted and stressed doesn’t usually lead to 
breakthroughs.

It Doesn’t Have To Be Crazy At 
Work: Jason Fried, co-founder 
and CEO of Basecamp

Jason Fried is the co-founder and CEO 
of Basecamp and best-selling author of 
Rework and It Doesn’t Have to Be Crazy at 
Work. 

As boundaries between work and life blur, 
it can be challenging to ensure that work 
doesn’t take over everything. Jason is a big 
believer in capping a workweek at 40 hours. 
He says, “We don’t want people working 
more than 40 hours. You don’t need to. If 
we’re doing that, then we’re doing

Jason says, “Sometimes you’re going to burn out or you’re going to burn people out. Maybe you can do 

80-hour weeks, but it won’t be enjoyable. You’re not going to keep a good team together with you for 

a long period of time, and you’re going to lose a lot of great people along the way. It’s hard enough to 

find great people, so I want to keep them happy with reasonable work hours, challenging work, great 

people, and a great environment.”



Some people may hear what David went through before he became CEO of Honeywell and feel like 
they are in a similar situation where they feel stuck in a job. Maybe you feel like there isn’t a clear path 
forward in your career. David gives advice to people in this situation and shares things that helped him 
get to where he is now. 

First of all, David says that your performance can’t just be okay. You have to be in the top 10%. Where 
you went to school makes a difference for your first job, and after that, it’s up to how you perform. Be a 
standout in all you do. 

You also need visibility. If you’re performing well but the person who can do something about your 
career can’t see it, nothing will happen. Make sure you have visibility. But you have to be careful with 
this one because you don’t want to go around tooting your own horn or wearing your ambition on your 
sleeve. It’s a delicate balance.

If you have a boss who doesn’t feel you are performing as well as you think you are, you have to be self-
aware and figure out if there is something you can fix or if you just have a bad boss, which David says 
happens less often than people think. Learn to be self-aware and realize what you need to improve. We 
all have issues, and it’s important to know what they are. 

What To Do If You Feel Stuck 
At Work: David Cote, former 
chairman and CEO of Honeywell

David Cote is the former chairman and 
CEO of Honeywell and author of the best-
selling book Winning Now Winning Later: 
How Companies Can Succeed In The Short 
Term While Investing For The Long Term. 
During his time at Honeywell, David 
fixed a toxic work culture and grew the 
company’s market cap from around $20 
billion to $120 billion, delivering returns of 
800%. 



blazing in the heat of battle or a leader who is invincible and strong. But Kate’s definition is a bit 
different than that.

One example Kate shared of how she lives out courageous leadership involves training she went 
through with her team. Kate asked Brené Brown to help 140 leaders in her division, and the whole group 
went to Alabama to spend time with famed Harvard attorney Bryan Stevenson to talk about race in 
America. 

How To Lead With Empathy 
And Courage: Kate Johnson, 
President of Microsoft US

Kate Johnson is president of Microsoft 
US, a $45 billion division that includes 
all of Microsoft’s solutions, services, 
and support revenues across public and 
private sectors in the United States. Kate 
is responsible for a team of 10,000 people 
and is very involved in Microsoft’s culture 
journey led by CEO Satya Nadella. 

Kate is a huge believer in leading with 
courage and empathy. Most people probably 
think about courageous leadership as guns

She says, “One of the things that we’ve been learning is the connection between courage and 

vulnerability. Everybody thinks that if you’re courageous, you have no weakness. They picture 

warriors with lots of armor. That’s not what courageous leadership is. Courageous leadership is the 

willingness to activate the troops and own the outcome, but to do so by bringing all of your strengths 

and weaknesses to the table with total transparency and clarity, and figuring out how to assemble 

the team to bolster wherever there are weaknesses. That’s a different kind of leadership I think is 

essential today.”
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Kate and her team got together--7,000 people across 42 movie theaters--to see the movie based on 
Bryan’s book. Throughout 2020, she reached out to her team to ask what she can do to address racial 
inequalities and tensions. She has opened up tough conversations and pushed the organization to do 
better. 

This is what courageous leadership is. Kate says, “There’s a million different 
examples that I could give you. But the one that resonates most frequently is 
when you see a person trying to get it right instead of trying to be right.”

The group read his book Just Mercy and spent a few hours 
talking with him. They were so shocked and moved by 
what he said they decided they needed to learn more. Kate 
asked Bryan to speak at the Microsoft Sales Kickoff, which 
was a great success. Not only did he receive two standing 
ovations from the entire team, but it opened up some great 
conversations about race. 



Covid-19 pandemic, what will work look like? Will it be changed forever, or will some things go back to 
normal?

Tiger says that assuming that 50% or more of the work going forward will be done from home is too 
simple. Some roles make more sense to do from home. For example, some Genpact employees at 
certain times of the year have to work for five days straight without a break and through the night. For 
that type of work, it makes sense to be in the comfort of your own home. 

But there are a lot of roles where it doesn’t make sense to work from home long term. There are a lot of 
people who are just itching to go back into the office. Some people thrive on in-person interaction and 
collaboration, which is missing right now. 

How Covid-19 Has Changed 
Leadership Forever: Tiger 
Tyagarajan, CEO of Genpact

Tiger Tyagarajan is CEO of Genpact, a 
global professional services firm with 
100,000 employees. Prior to Genpact, Tiger 
worked for several well-known companies 
including Unilever, Citibank, and GE. He 
pioneered a new global business model 
and transformed a division of GE into 
Genpact in 2005. 

Right now, the way we work looks a lot 
different than it did even just six months 
ago. The question is, once we get past the

A lot of people are speculating that the office will be a thing of the past and that 
everyone will continue working from home. Tiger doesn’t agree. While he agrees that 
some things will never go back to what they were before, he believes that offices will 
come back, at least in some form. 
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Tiger believes that post-Covid there will be more flexibility in the way we work. At certain times of the 
year or certain days of the week, people will be able to work from home, but there will be times when 
it’s necessary to be in the office. He also suggests the idea of companies possibly acquiring more office 
space than they have now. Instead of having one office building with 10,000 people, it might make more 
sense to have 10 offices with 1,000 people in each one. This could bring offices closer to people, bring 
down commute times, and potentially cut down on air pollution. 

The current situation is also impacting the speed at which organizations go through digital 
transformation. Some companies who have talked about digital transformation for years have been 
forced to act on it quickly. Companies who were resisting change in the past can no longer wait, even if 
they wanted to. 

Could problems like climate change be solved if we put our own 
constraints on it and forced ourselves to solve the problem? 
Tiger thinks it’s possible, but just like Covid is affecting everyone 
in the world, solving climate change would require everyone 
coming together. It couldn’t just be a small group of people. 

Tiger says, “What Covid-19 has done is create a couple of constraints that have 

forced innovation and experimentation. It’s the single biggest experiment humans 

have done considering the time frame. And, I wonder whether other intractable 

problems in the world are actually solvable by actually deliberately putting 

constraints on.” 



Pre-Covid, that meant Carrie and four or five current employees would get together in person with the 
new employees. The current employees would share their path at Bay Federal. Then they would have the 
new employees do the same thing, except they would share their paths getting to Bay Federal. 

Carrie would go last because she doesn’t want to influence 
the process. Most people don’t even know who she is until 
she shares. She also gives new employees a chance to ask 
any questions they want. But because she realizes they may 
be too nervous to ask anything, Carrie and two executive vice 
presidents take that same group out for lunch so they can ask 
their questions once they are more comfortable.

Obviously this process looks a bit different with Covid. But 
this is still a priority for Carrie, so the initial meeting is done 
either via Zoom or in a large room where everyone is socially 
distanced. And instead of physically taking the group out to 
lunch, she orders everyone lunch to eat at their homes while 
on a Zoom call with Carrie and her team. 

How Leaders Can Serve Their 
Employees: Carrie Birkhofer, President 
& CEO of Bay Federal Credit Union

Carrie Birkhofer is president and CEO of 
Bay Federal Credit Union, a non-profit 
financial cooperative with 225 employees. 
She’s been the CEO for 25 years, and under 
her leadership, the credit union has grown 
from $70 million to $1.4 billion in assets. 

What does it look like to serve your 
employees? Carrie has great real-life 
examples. First of all, Carrie makes sure she 
meets all new employees on their first day at 
work. 



Carrie also started writing a Friday morning email to all 
employees when the pandemic hit. She wanted to make sure 
everyone had all the information they needed. She got such 
great feedback that she has continued sending the email 
every week. And even though she says it is a lot of work on 
her part, it’s worth it because it has allowed her to be even 
more connected with her team.   

2020 also brought a lot of attention to racial inequalities. 
Carrie wanted to make sure she addressed this in the right 
way, so she called and checked in on all of the employees 
in the company who identify as Black. She asked how they 
were doing and what she could do to help and made herself 
available to them. Carrie genuinely cares about her people 
and wants to make sure that everyone is heard and respected. 



Steve believes a mission statement needs to be something short and catchy that people can remember. 
It needs to be something you can check in on to see how well the company is living up to it. It has to be 
something that is living and breathing inside your company.

Creating A Mission That 
Resonates With Employees: 
Steve Bilt, CEO of Smile Brands

Steve Bilt is CEO of Smile Brands, a 
company with 5,000 employees that 
provides business support services to 
more than 425 dental offices. Smile Brands 
has been on Glassdoor’s Best Places to 
Work list three times, and Steve is one of 
the top CEOs on Glassdoor. 

Anyone can come up with a mission 
statement or a company purpose that 
sounds good. But it can’t be something 
that just lives on a wall or in the company 
handbook. It has to be something that is 
infused into every aspect of the business. 

Steve says, “As soon as you start to lengthen it or create more explanation for it, you’re making it 

harder to use, and you’re telling people what the standard of success is. The point of our mission 

statement is that only you can say what makes you smile. I can’t put criteria around it to say, well, 

as long as my lighting is good enough or my shirt is the right color, you’re going to be happy with this 

interview. I can’t put the standards on it. Only you can judge that. I kept it very short so it was highly 

subjective and each person would evaluate it qualitatively.”

Steve uses the Smile Brands mission, Smiles for Everyone, in every meeting and in 
every interaction to show people what it actually looks like to live out the mission. 



Hubert truly believes that leaders should treat humans as a solution to the problem, not as a source of 
the problem, and that headcount reduction should be a last resort.

People Are The Solution, Not The 
Problem: Hubert Joly, former 
Chairman and CEO of Best Buy

Hubert Joly is the former chairman 
and CEO of Best Buy. Currently, he is a 
professor at Harvard Business School and 
on the boards of Johnson & Johnson and 
Ralph Lauren. 

Many leaders who step into a struggling 
organization probably would start by cutting 
the headcount to save money. But Hubert 
not only didn’t take that route, he actually 
put more money into things like training, 
incentives, and wellness.

He says, “I’m not the cut, cut, cut guy. I’m a big believer that you have three imperatives in business. 

One is the people imperative--you need to have good people who are well trained and well equipped. 

Then you have the customer or business imperative--you need to have happy customers to whom you 

sell compelling services. And then, of course, you have a financial imperative, which is that you need 

money. But the financial performance is an outcome of excellence on the customer imperative, which 

itself is an outcome of excellence on the people imperative. So it’s people, business, finance, and you 

treat profit as an outcome, not as your singular focus.”



stick to it. But Jim believes leaders actually need to have short attention spans if they want to thrive in 
today’s rapidly changing world. 

Jim often wakes up in the middle of the night with new ideas or ways to solve a problem. The joke at 
PTC is that it’s around the time that Jim gets bored with something when it really starts to work. That’s 
because as long as he is focused on solving something, he comes to work with those middle-of-the-
night ideas to keep tweaking and fixing things. 

Jim believes CEOs should be a little impatient and have a short attention span. Why? Because he says the 
biggest problem with experienced and tenured CEOs is that they are entrenched in old thinking. 

About some CEOs, he says, “They made a decision five years ago, and for a couple years, they improved 
it a little bit. And then they spent the last five years telling everybody why it works and saying they 
weren’t going to change it. But I’m different. I acknowledge that we improved something, but we’ve 
got to think about what’s next. And then let’s not wait until it’s not working to think about what’s next. 
Let’s start thinking about what we’re going to do next, even while this is still working pretty well.”

Jim is always looking for the next round of changes that will make PTC better or protect it from a new 
threat headed its way. This is a quality that he believes all CEOs should have: always looking to the 
next thing, not just riding current success. 

Why Leaders Need A Short 
Attention Span: Jim Heppelmann, 
CEO of PTC

Jim Heppelmann is CEO of PTC, a 
technology software company with 6,500 
employees in 30 countries. Jim was named 
one of seven IoT leaders to watch in 2017 
by Hewlett Packard Enterprise and was 
recognized as IoT CEO of the Year by 
Postscapes and technology CEO of the 
Year by the Massachusetts Technology 
Leadership Council. 

For decades, there’s been a mentality that 
leaders need to have a long-term plan and 



Chris worked other roles inside his brother’s 
business in the early years, including delivering 
flowers to customers, but once he decided to go 
full time, he took on a leadership role and learned 
along the way. Later on, he took some leadership 
courses at Cornell University, but in the early part 
of his career he had no formal training. Mostly he 
learned from other leaders he knew, including Jamie 
Dimon, who would become CEO of JPMorgan, and 
Ed Miller, who would become CEO of AXA Financial.

The Best Leadership Lessons Can 
Come From Those Around You: 
Chris McCann, CEO of 1-800-Flowers

Chris McCann is CEO of 1-800-Flowers, a 
floral and gourmet food gift retailer and 
distribution company with over 3,000 
employees. The company was started 
back in 1976 when Chris’s older brother 
opened his first flower shop. Chris 
joined the business in the 1980s and the 
brothers have worked together ever since. 
Chris was named to the National Retail 
Federation’s list of people shaping retail’s 
future in 2018. 

Chris didn’t learn leadership skills by attending a top-tier university; Chris learned how 
to lead by those he surrounded himself with. Sometimes the best leadership lessons 
come from those around you. 
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Chris also learned a lot from his brother, who not only started the flower 
company, but also worked full time as a social worker for troubled boys. Jim 
brought a mantra into 1-800-Flowers that he learned from his time as a social 
worker. When working with kids in difficult situations, Jim said he needed to first 
build a relationship with them before he could connect with them and help them. 
So he brought that mantra into the business: you build a relationship first, you 
do business second. That really shaped Chris as a leader. 

Chris gave an example of a time when he had turned to Ed for advice when having to let a person 

go: “As we were growing our company, we had people who were with us for a long time. Sometimes 

you run into a situation where the job outgrows the person, but the person was very loyal to you and 

very important in growing the business early on. Letting that person go would be very difficult to do. 

I remember having conversations with Ed about this. He said, ‘You’re not being loyal to that person’. I 

said, ‘Well, I sure am, I’m keeping them in a job’. He told me that loyalty is making sure every person 

on your team is in a position to succeed, whether inside or outside your company. So if the job has 

outgrown someone and you don’t have a position in your company, it’s your responsibility to do 

everything you can to get them the right job outside of your company. That really transformed the 

way I thought about people.”



 They don’t just start a business, they do something that has never been done before. When they 
created Square, Jim and Jack Dorsey solved a problem in a way no one else had ever thought of. They 
even were able to beat out Amazon when the company tried to copy Square’s setup.

When it comes to true entrepreneurship, Jim doesn’t believe in starting with a product or a service. He 
says it all starts with a problem that needs to be solved. 

He puts it this way: “I’m not particularly interested if somebody has an idea for a thing, but I am 
interested in a problem that somebody tries to solve. If somebody says to me, ‘Hey, I invented this 
widget’, I don’t care. If somebody says to me, ‘Jim, I’ve got this problem and here’s how I plan to 
eliminate it’, that’s fascinating because the solution to an existing problem is what moves the world 
forward.”

Jim also says the first rule of being an entrepreneur is that you can’t be an expert. He says, “Nobody is 
qualified to do something that has never been done before because nobody’s done it. We don’t know 
what the qualifications are. You may have them. I see these bright, capable people who have been 
so indoctrinated into this way of thinking that they have to be qualified before they start that they 
never start. That’s an appropriate feeling, but when you’re doing something new, that feeling of being 
unqualified isn’t the reason to give up. Jack and I were completely unqualified to start Square. Zero 
qualifications in payments. Zero.”

Why Everyone Should Think Like An 
Entrepreneur: Jim McKelvey, 
co-founder of Square

Jim McKelvey is the co-founder of Square 
and author of the book Innovation Stack: 
Building an Unbeatable Business One 
Crazy Idea at a Time. 

Jim knows that lots of people are going 
through a time of reinvention, and 
he believes having the mindset of an 
entrepreneur is invaluable. 

Jim says true entrepreneurs solve problems 
that haven’t been solved before.



role than a blue collar worker on the manufacturing floor. Pehr’s lesson is all about appreciating 
the people who work for you and remembering that it’s often the people on the front lines who 
make your business successful. 

He says companies today are not only laying people off, but doing so brutally. That’s not the way to lead. 
During the recessions Pehr went through as a CEO, he made it a priority to take care of his people and 
to protect the most vulnerable. Because of that, his employees trusted him and felt safe and motivated. 

Put People Ahead Of Profits: 
Pehr Gyllenhammar, 
former CEO of Volvo

Pehr Gyllenhammar is the former CEO of 
Volvo and has been voted Sweden’s most 
admired man nine times. He became CEO 
of Volvo when he was just 35 years old 
and led the company for 24 years. Pehr led 
his company through lots of tough times, 
including recessions and an oil crisis. 
While many companies were sacrificing 
their people to save their profits, Pehr 
didn’t let go of a single employee. In fact, 
he told me he would rather let go of a 
white collar worker in a management 

There are very few leaders today who actively put the wellbeing of their people ahead of profits. Pehr 

says, “I put people before profits in the sense that if I didn’t have good people, we couldn’t have 

productivity or have our aspirations come true. So I have people before profits and it’s not declining 

profits. I think that profits are very important for any shareholder company and that the shareholders 

should have their part, but the people will create it.”



Robert shares that the key to having a successful remote team is to start with the core values of the 
organization. Once you know your core values, you can intentionally attract and hire the right people. 
Contrary to what happens in most organizations, Robert and his team understand that not every person 
will feel like the company is right for them.  

Robert says staying consistent in your core values is very important for building that culture. 
Acceleration Partners rewards and punishes based on the company values, which are Own It, Embrace 
Relationships, and Excel & Improve. Leaders and employees consistently talk about and support these 
values. There’s no question about what the company stands for and what it looks for in employees. 

Creating And Scaling Amazing Culture 
For A Remote Workforce: Robert Glazer, 
CEO of Acceleration Partners

Robert Glazer is the best-selling author of 
Elevate: Push Beyond Your Limits and Unlock 
Success in Yourself and Others. He’s also 
CEO of Acceleration Partners, a company 
that manages affiliate and partner 
marketing programs for well-known 
brands like Adidas, LinkedIn, and Target. 
He leads a fully remote team of hundreds 
of employees. The lesson from Robert 
is how he manages to create and scale 
an amazing culture for a workforce that 
actually doesn’t work together in person.

A lot of organizations try to be the best place to work for 
everyone. But just like not everyone likes the same food or 
the same music, not everyone is going to be a good fit for your 
company. Leaders and organizations need to learn to embrace 
that fact. We need to be open and honest with potential hires 
about what it’s really like to work inside the organization. It 
isn’t effective to sugar coat what their experience might be. 



For people who feel it is a good fit, the company has a lot 
of tools and resources to help everyone feel connected. 
Employees use Slack to communicate and have frequent 
video calls, plus they have regional in-person meetups and a 
companywide in-person summit at the end of each year. 

But ultimately it’s the people who create 
the culture. So having those core values set 
up from the beginning and using those for 
attracting and hiring is critical. 

2020 brought leaders challenges they never could have 
predicted. But by following these tips from top CEOs and 
continually developing yourself as a leader, you can be 
prepared to lead and succeed in the future of work, no 
matter what that future brings. 



Become a Future-Ready Leader

The Future Leader Course is the only leadership course in the world based on expertise 
from more than 140 hands-on-in-the-field CEOs. 

It’s built for striving leaders in every level of their companies and anyone who knows they have 
more to give to make a genuine impact.

learn more and sign up

• Over 25 training videos
• TAKE ACTION videos where I give you specific step-by-step instructions on how to implement these concepts
• Dive deep with 7 workbooks packed with exercises & actionable steps you can take after each training
• Downloadable color PDF diagrams and charts of the concepts discussed in the course
• Downloadable MP3s and PDF transcripts of all training videos so you can take the lessons with you
• PLUS access to me in our members only course platform
• You’ll also receive an official letter of completion from The Future of Work University which signifies your 

dedication to the art and science of leadership that 140 of the world’s top CEOs say are crucial for future 
leaders (these CEOs are collectively responsible for BILLIONS of dollars and MILLIONS of people!)...

http://futureleadercourse.com/
http://futureleadercourse.com/
http://futureleadercourse.com/
http://futureleadercourse.com/

